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in theory and practice, in the  Charter  of Liberalism, the
Declaration of the Rights of Man.
In the second place, he is one of the very few, perhaps the
only one in modern France, to have faced unflinchingly the
practical limitations of the ideal of Liberty : having framed, in
his distinction between the State of Peace and the State of
War, a real working philosophy of compromise, he yet refused,
as so many had done before him, to sacrifice the ideal as un-
attainable, and to substitute for it a tyranny equally unbearable-
whether proclaimed in the name of social order or of popular
sovereignty.
In the third place, he faced, as few again have done, the in-
evitable implications of a policy of Liberalism in the sphere of
international relations and the need for a complete reconsidera-
tion of national philosophy and history in the light of the
twin principles of freedom and solidarity. Going in this far
beyond contemporary thought, he is evidently a herald of the
international organization of to-morrow.
In the last place, he realized that " freedom " could not be
negative; that natural inequalities made men unfree, and that
a society having freedom as its aim must be prepared to restrict
the power of the overfree ; or, to put it differently, he saw that
negative freedom might well be the perpetuation of injustice,
that the true antithesis was not between liberty and order, but
between justice and liberty misused in the creation of unjust
relations between men. Had we to single out any one of his
principles as more vital than any other we would be inclined
to choose this last as being perhaps ultimately the most directly
fruitful for social progress.-
We have called Renouvier a Liberal political thinker. Some
would challenge both adjectives. They would find in his system
dogmas which they would term Socialistic, Jacobinist and—
sound, or unsound, that is not the point—not Liberal. Several
critics see in Renouvier the philosopher of the " Radical
Socialism " of a C16menceau or a Herriot. To which we would
reply that only a Liberal can place individual liberty above the
ideal of national unity, of the one and indivisible France, which
is of the essence of Radicalism. As to his Socialism, we may
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